Gene mutations and stroke in the young adult.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the existence of the genetic mutation in the different types of cerebral and spinal strokes in previously healthy young adults. We performed a retrospective study of the medical records of 35 young adults who presented to our institution with the diagnosis of acute cerebrovascular insult. We defined the localization of their stroke, specified their risk factors, defined their genetic mutation, and correlated these variables to assess their significance in the predisposition of stroke in the young. We found that the MTHFR and Factor V gene mutations are the most likely mutations to be associated with cerebral strokes in young adults. Spinal strokes are also associated with beta fibrinogen, factor XIII, and prothrombin II mutations. We did not find that a homozygous gene mutation is more thrombogenic than its heterozygous component. We concluded that the major etiologies for stroke in young adults were multiple gene mutations rather than systemic illnesses. We found out that mutation of the MTHFR gene in isolation or in combination with other gene mutations is the most important risk factor for stroke in the young.